1 pencil case
3 blue, 2 green and 2 red erasable pens
5 HB pencils,
A sharpener
A rubber
2 glue sticks
3 highlighters
A set of coloured pencils / pens / markers
A 30cm ruler
A Maths Set comprising - A protractor, a set square and a pair of compasses
A pair of scissors
A calculator
A standard A4 2-hole ring binder with a set of dividers – see below
An A4 plastic pocket folder 80 pages – see below
1 water-tight plastic drinking bottle.
1 old adult shirt for art
A kitchen roll / Pack of tissues
Gym kit
Swimming kit

*Please reuse any material left in good condition from last year.*
Please clearly label all items with your child’s name.

Simple 2 hole binder NOT LEVER ARCH please

80 page plastic pocket folder